References for maps, figures, or tables are set in italics.

accommodation: narratives of, 1, 2, 3
acculturation: narratives of, 1, 2, 3.
See also assimilation
administration. See Guangxi, administration of agricultural and economic life. See under Guangxi province
ai (strategic pass): symbol for, 130
Ai Mu (jr. 1558), 174
almanacs. See encyclopedias and almanacs
an fu shi (pacification commissioner), 61. See also native chieftains
Anlong Si: tax quota for, 73
Annam: annexation of, 23, 37, 64, 76, 91, 158; in early Chinese history, 7, 10; mercury in, 49; Ming borders with, 8, 100, 101; as Ming concern, 127; and Simung Fu, 75, 76, 77, 89
Anping Zhou 翁: size of, 68
assimilation (tong hua): narratives of, 1, 2, 3, 205; rhetoric of, 184, 195, 196–97.
See also acculturation; civilization; gui hua; xiang hua
autonomous administrative areas (zi zhi qu), 105, 199–200
Ayuwang, Mount (Zhejiang), 173
Ba 番: as category, 191
bai guo 被国 (1419–75), 160
bai miao tu. See miao albums
Baoyue 白越: as category, 195
Baman 保: See Eight Man
bandits and banditry, 116; in Bazhai, 101; along Fu River, 25, 135; in Gutian, 122–25; in Huayuan, 106–07; as persistent problems, 91, 93, 126; in Rattan Gorge, 117–22; sources of, 112–17. See also disorder
Banyuzhongni 班宇中尼: as category, 142, 143, 149, 191
Bao (military fort): symbol for, 130
Bao ("watch") and bao jia ("watch and tithing"), 38
Bao Rui 翁瑞 (jr. 1607): Record of Things Heard in Guizhou (Nan zhong ji wen 能中記聞), 166
"barbaric people" (ye man ren), 197
Barth, Fredrik, 5
Bazhai 八寨, 98, 101–102, 118
be (defense): Fan Zhongyan on, 163
ben xin (disposition): of native people, 138
be ji (informal jottings), 14, 21, 176.
See also sources
bian min (registered subjects), 107. See also min
bie zhong (variant), 146, 147
Bin Zhou 毕州: as campaign base, 87; drought and plague in, 50
Bing 丁: as category, 142, 191; depictions of, 147
Bos 保: as category, 141
Bopai 布城 county (Wuzhou): decline of population in, 110
Book of Poetry (Shi jing), 103
border zones. See borderlands
boundary zones: southern: expansion as demarcation and categorization in, 5, 8–9; historical narratives of, 1–4; in Ming dynasty, 8, 18; perceived boundaries between "central plains" and, 47; perils of (see peril); in Qing dynasty, 186–90; sources on, 166–67; as term, 18. See also Guangdong; Guangxi; Guizhou; Huguang; Sichuan; Yunnan
borderlands: construction of boundaries as history of, 5, 11–13, 205–206; northern versus southern, 8, 18, 160, 164–66; sources on, 165–70; and state-building, 6–7, 185. See also frontiers
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boundaries: dialectics of, 208; expansion as construction of, 5, 11–13, 205–206; history as transformation of, 19, 204–206; Ming construction of, 8–9, 11–13; state-building and formation of, 6–7, 185. See also "Chinese" and "non-Chinese"; "Han" and "non-Han"; min and man yu

Bozhou (Sichuan), 72, 75, 102
Brook, Timothy, 170, 182
bu zheng shi si 和院按 (provincial administration commission), 29, 31
bu zu 民族 ("tribes"), 198
Buyi 亦倉 as "minority nationality," 204

Cahill, James, 179
Caijia 喜家 as category, 141
Cans 喜州 (Guangxi), 74–75; of Guishun (d. 35 CE), 70, 82–83
Cao Bang 喜州 (Annam), 100
Cao Ci 喜子 (1574–1646):
Descriptions of Famous Sites of Guangxi (Guangxi ming sheng zhi, 函州名胜志), 175
cartographic symbols, 130, 132. See also maps
Cen Cen: native chieftains, 82n29
Cen Bin 喜臣, 82–83
Cen Boyan 喜宜, 82
Cen Cheng 喜成, 82
Cen Cen 喜分, 82
Cen Dian 喜殿, 100
Cen Jun 喜军, 86
Cen Kexiang 喜克祥, 84
Cen Meng 喜和 (1490–1526), 73, 92, 95; alleged crimes of, 86–87; demise of, 88; demotion of, 86; frightful of, 89; rebellion of former headmen of, 96; reinstatement of son of, 97. See also Cen (Tianzhou); Tianzhou
Cen Peng Wenhong (d. 35 CE), 70
Cen Pu 喜普, 85–86
Cen Shao 喜韶, 85
Cen Shaorun 喜寿润, 102
Cen Yan 喜燕, 82n29
Cen Ye 喜业, 71
Cen Ying Wenhong (d. 1478), 82–84, 95. See also Cen (Fu)
Cen Yong 喜勇, 85
Cen Yongchang 喜永昌, 82
Cen Yunchan 喜云禅, 102–103
Cen 6% of Guangxi, 74–75; of Guishun Zhou, 103; of Right River region, 82–90, 100–101; of Sicheng Zhou, 70; of Sien Fu, 83
Cen (Tianzhou), 83; alliance between Macc (Cao Bang) and, 103; military prowess of, 89; in Qing dynasty, 187; transgressions of, 96; in Xuzhou, 120. See also Cen Meng; Tianzhou
censuses, population, 200–201
"central dominion" (zhong guo): as term, 17; under Zhou dynasty. 8. See also "China"
Central Guard 中京 (Guilin), 46
Central Institute (University) of Nationalities 中央民族大学 (Zhongyang), 200
"central plains" (zhong yuan): perceived boundaries between southern borderland and, 47; as term, 17
centrality, concept of: in Shang and Zhou dynasties, 8
centralizing state. See state, centralizing Cenxi 喜西 county (Wuzhou); as center of violence, 118; maps of, 132, 132–34; "Lang" of, 188, 189
Chang’an Zhong 喜充 (LiuZhong): tigers in, 52
chao 羁 (native settlements), 107, 119, 128, 130
charity schools (yi xue). See under schools Chen Jianlun (1607), 53–54. See also Gazetteer of Wushe Prefecture
Chen Jun 喜君 (1445–1512), 39, 121, 135
Chen Lian 喜连 (1370–1454), 27–28
Chen Siufeng (1457–1504), 64, 73, 90
Chen Xian 喜贤, 48
Chen Yongbin 喜明 (1571): Annotated Illustrations of the non-Chinese in Yunnan (Yunnan zhu yi tu shuo, 昆明土话图说), 166
Cheng Ji 喜吉, Prince of, 160. See also Jingtai emperor
Cheng Tinggong 喜廷公 (1475), 142–43. See also General Gazetteer of Guangxi (1493)
Cheng Zheyuan 喜哲远 (1571): Notes on the non-Chinese Natives in Sichuan (Quan Shu zu yi yu kai 天究士类刊), 166
Chen Shuang (Quan Zhou), 46
Chehai 柯海 (1888–1975): on unity of Chinese people in China’s Destiny, 193
chieftain system. See native chieftaincy, institution of chieftains. See native chieftains
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Dujie Zhou 鄧結（chieflain of, 99; tax
 quota for, 72
Duxiu Shan 旭山 (Peak of Singular
 Beauty), 30

ζ 豔 (intractable) “Zhuang,” 124–25
economic life. See under Guangxi province
economy, commercialization of: and
increased mobility of population, 170,
171–72; and pressure on literati, 182
education. See Imperial Academy;
institutes of nationalities; schools;
“special education”
Eight Man (Baman): as category, 153
elephants, 51–52, 62
empirical knowledge: emphasis on,
178–82. See also firsthand observations;
geographical knowledge
Encheng Zhou 陳世宗), 69, 70
cyclopedias and almanacs (le shu), 167,
169–70. See also sources
“enlightened civilization” (xun ming ren), 197
enlightenment (kai hua): rhetoric of, 184,
185, 196–97. See also civilization
environment, natural: as barriers, 163,
164; and China’s expansion, 2, 11–12,
51–55
Eisen 田 (d. 1455), 159, 160. See also
Essential Information for Governing Guangxi
(Dian Yue yao zuan 檻域要覧), 106, 120,
128–30, 131, 132, 133, 141, 142,
143–44, 144–45. See also Ying Fang
ethnic groups. See min zu
ethnic identities: as constructed, xiii
“ethnic landscape,” 13, 206
“ethnic” markers. See markers
ethnicity, concept of, 3
ethnology (min zu xué): as academic
discipline, 197
European empires (in the Americas), 7
evidential learning (kao zheng xue), 180.
See also empirical knowledge
etiology, rhetoric of, 196–97
expansion: as demarcation and
categorization, 5, 208; narratives of,
1–4; and natural environment, 2, 11-12,
51–55; and state-building, 6–7
fu 堡 (to manifest), 29
famines. See nature-induced disasters
fan 民 (“non-Chinese” in western regions),
138, 188
Fan Chengda 范成大 (1126–93), 22–23;
depictions of Yao 塔 in Descriptions of
Forests and Marshes of the Gui Region
(Qui hai yu heng zhi 瑀海輿勝志), 151–53
Fan Zhongyan 范仲淹 (989–1052), 163
Fang Yizhi 方滋 (1611–71), 180
fang zhi 方志. See gazetteers, local
farmer-soldiers (yong bing), 39. See also
native soldiers
Feathereds: as category, 169. See also
Fei Xiaotong 費孝通, 2n, 202
Feng Bin 孫品 (i. 1520), 56
Feng Jun 孫俊 (i. 1460), 110
Feng Run 風順, 102
field investigations, 197, 200, 201
First Emperor of Qin 秦始皇 (r. 221–210
BCE), 10, 11. See also Qin dynasty
“First Nations,” 6
firsthand observations: importance of, 139,
141, 143, 150, 176, 177, 178, 188, 190.
See also empirical knowledge
fiscal problems: of princely estates, 30; of
tax system, 34, 39. See also tax
collection
Five Marchmounts (wu yue), 173
Five-part Series on Nationalities Issues
(Min zu zuo ti wu zhong cong shu
民族祖訓五種叢書), 186–87
floods. See nature-induced disasters
Fried, Morton H., 1
pattens: for native chieftains, 62
frontiers: “new” history of, 19; in
state-building, 6; as term, 18. See also
borderland, southern; borderlands
fa lao Fan (senior advisor), 69
Fu River 河流 disorders in region, 25, 39,
118; military campaign of 1572–73, 98,
135–36; as strategic route, 25, 33
Fu Youde 賴有德 (d. 1394), 73
gai tu gui lin 喜愛森林 (conversion of
native domains into regular administrative
units), 186–87
Ganza, Kenneth, 179–80
pattens: for native chieftains, 62
Gazetteer of Huiyuan County (Huiyuan
xian zhi (惠遠縣志), 147, 181–82
Gazetteer of Nanning Prefecture (Nanning fu
志 (南寧府志), 147
Gazetteer of Pingle Prefecture (Pingle fu zhi
平樂縣志), 115n14, 182
Gazetteer of Qingyuan Prefecture (Qingyuan
fu zhi (清遠縣志), 146, 147
Gazetteer of Quan Zhou (Quan zhou shi
全州志), 114n13
Gazetteer of Rong County (Rong xian zhi
融縣志), 196
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gelao</td>
<td>as category, 146.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geng bing</td>
<td>as category, 142.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geng hua</td>
<td>as category, 141, 143.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geng shang</td>
<td>as category, 141, 143.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gong</td>
<td>as category, 141, 142, 143.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gong sheng</td>
<td>as category, 143.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region</td>
<td>county (Guilin), 43n33, 136 (dog’s tail blouse), 136; estimates, 44; official data and its limits, 40–44, 111; perils of (see perils); tenancy in, 114, 136–37. See also borderland, southern; Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region administration of: bureaucratic structure, 29, 31; creation and distribution of administrative seats, 31–33; elimination of official posts, 31, 34, 67, 110; incompetence of officials, 34, 67, 94, 96, 138; infrastructure projects, 33. See also fiscal problems Guangxi, geography of, 22–29, climate, 26–27, 37, 93; di lì and qi, energy, 27; “extraordinary” landscape, 22–23; karstic topography, 26; rainfall, 26–27, 50–51; regional diversity, 25–26; river system, 11, 23–25, 26, 177 Guangxi, population of, 40–46, 108–12 “decline,” 40, 47, 109–110; distribution, 45–46, 106, 110–11, 127–28, 129, 130, 132; estimates, 44; official data and its limits, 40–44, 111. See also man yi, migration; min; min and man yi Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region establishment of, 199–200 “minority nationalities” in, 211 Guangyuan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
guard (toll and battalion (cordon) system, 11, 34–40. See also military officers and soldiers
Gui River 独江. See Fu River
Guideways through Mountains and Seas (Shan hai jing), 167, 168, 170
"guo hua" 言论 (transformation through submission); rhetoric of, 184, 185. See also "zhong huaAMILK"
Guilin 番江 (commandery), 10
Guilin (prefecture): accessibility of, 192, 193.
Guilin (Shanxi), 88, 100–101, 103
Guilin (Song dynasty), 88. See also Langxi county
Guilin shan shui jia tian xia 天下山水甲桂林 ("the mountains and waters of Guilin are the most splendid of all-under-heaven"), 17, 22–23
Guizhou 福州 (province), 46; landscape of, 22–23, 26; population of, 41, 42, 45–46, 111; tenancy in, 114 "Zhuang" in, 155
Guizhou (provinceal capital): native soldiers in, 91; princely estate at, 29–30; routes to, 23–25; "Zhuang" attacks of, 123, 124. See also Langxi county
Guilin shan shui jia tian xia 天下山水甲桂林 ("the mountains and waters of Guilin are the most splendid of all-under-heaven"), 22–23
Guizhou 福州 (province), 118, 120
Guishun Zhou 誅刑州 (1572–1607), 166, 101–103
Guizhou (province) as borderland, 18, 29; geography of, 177; miss albums of, 190; native domains in, 58; native soldiers from, 120; as province, 8; rebellions in, 92; exemption for, 73; "Zhuang" migrants from, 157. See also borderland, southern
Guo 郭 as category, 191
Guo Fei 郭斐 (1529–1605): Descriptions of the non-Chinese in South of the Range (Lingnan zha yi yi zhi 江南諸夷志), 166
guo jia 籍 (nation-state), 89, 192, 193. See also nation-state, making of
guo shan bang 省山Bang ("certificates of mountain crossing"), 17. See also Yao Guo Yingjin 正金 (1500–86), 98, 135–36
Guo zhi jian 番社記 (See Imperial Academy
Guijiang zhoudi 咸池郡 (1001–102). See also native police offices
Gutian 古田 (county (Guilin)): disorders in, 122–24; renamed Yongzhong Zhou, 125; military campaign of 1570–71, 98, 124–25; "Yue" in (Song dynasty), 152. See also Yongzhong Zhou
"Han": as category, 3, 4, 18, 186; and "Chinese," 3, 193, 198, 202; construction of identities as history of, 208; Ming dynasty as, 10; as min zu, 3, 193, 195, 196, 198, 206; people (in Ming), 98, 110. See also "Chinese"; min zao 早 (chill; cool), 27
"Han" and "non-Han": boundaries between, 3, 187–88; commonalities between, 197–98; as conceptual binary, 3, 206; dialectical relationship between, 208; as members of she hui, 196; rejected as history's building blocks, 4. See also "Chinese" and "non-Chinese"; majority and minority; markers; "non-Han"; "unitary multi-national state"; unity and diversity
Han 朝 dynasty (206 BCE–220 CE), 15, 115, 162
han er zhi 族 (ferocious and crude), 25
Han Yong 弘 (1422–78): on decline of military population, 36; military campaigns of, 119–20, 122, 135. See also Rattan Gorge, Yao
Harlin 杨林 Academy, 161
hao ren mu shou 何人救援 ("when content [the man yi act like] they are humans; when discontent [they behave as if] they are beasts"), 106, 116
Harrell, Stevan, 207
"haunts." See cho 豕
Hazelton, Keith, xix
He Chi 何池 battalion, 37
Hejin 李进, 16, 44
Heng 恒, Mount (Shanxi), 173
Heng 恒, Mount (Shanxi), 173
Heng Zhou蓬州 (Nanning), 47–48, 146, 176. See also Wang Bing 莊賓
"History of the Liang (Liang shu 琅石)"
History of the Sui (Sui shu 隋史), 150
Hou Gongding 侯公定
Imperial Academy, 161
Imperial Chinese Academy, 161
"Ancestral Instructions" (Zhong shi), 165
"The Making of the Chinese State: Ethnicity and Expansion on the Ming Borderlands
Leo K. Shin
Index
More information
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Jinhua 钱塘, Mount (modern-day Anhui), 187
jū ren 民人 (provincial graduates), 173
jun 捷 (military colonization). See guard and battalion system
Jurchens, 139, 159
kai hua 開花. See enlightenment Kang 柔: as category, 191
Kangxi 康熙, Emperor (r. 1662–1722): and miao albums, 190
kao zheng xue 堪政學. See under learning of the way
ke ("guest"), 18
Khitans, 139
Ku 瓜, Emperor, 151
Kuan 乾: as category, 138, 142
Lai 梁: as category, 191
Laian Lu 梁安路, 61, 82
Lancang 滇: defense circuit (Yunnan), 173
land: clashes over, 12, 108, 113, 115–16, 116–17, 121, 122, 136–37; limited productivity of, 46–48, 110; for military farms, 36; for or in native domains, 73, 85, 120, 136. See also tenancy
landlord–tenant relationships. See tenancy
Láng 梁: as category, 191
lang bīng 堡兵. See under native soldiers
lang bāo 堡 (native headmen), 147
lang ji 廉计 (disorderliness), 148
Lang people 廚人: as category, 142, 147–49; of Corea, 188, 189; "proliferation" of, 110, 148; in Wuzhou, 134, 149
languages: as under markers
lǎo as generic "non-Chinese," 26
lào 老: as category, 4, 8, 19, 138, 141, 142–43, 191
Lào 老: See Rao
Lattimore, Owen, 2
Lê 羅 clan (Annam), 100
Levington, Ralph, 59
Learning of the Way (dào xué), 180
Left River (liǎng jī), 177; in region, 59, 60, 64, 89, 126, 148
lei (stock; variety), 147
lei shu 雷術: See encyclopedias and almanacs
Li 宋 (provincial): See encyclopedias and almanacs
Li 李: as category, 8
Li 李: as category, 141, 188
Li 李: as category, 191
li (coherence; pattern), 181
li (distance) = 0.54 kilometer (approx.)
li ("hundred"), 41, 109, 110
Li Chi (Li Ji 季), 1896–1970: Formation of the Chinese People, 193–94
Li Dongyang 李東陽 (1447–1516), 39
li ji zhi min tian (主題民天) ("to register the population and to catalog people's land"), 73
li jìn "hundred and tithing" system, 41
Li Jifu 李時敏 (758–814): Illustrated Descriptions of the Administrative Regions in the Yuanhe Period (Yuanhe jin xian tu 金縣圖), 140
Li Mengyang 李孟陽 (1432–1509), 109
li mu 藹 (administrative clerk), 67
Li River (li lù), 23, 24, 33
Li Wenfeng 李文峯 (js. 1532), 49
Li Zengbo 李曾伯 (1545–55), 154–55
Li Zhu 柳仲 (1527–1602), 180–81
Li Zhou 留卓, 82n29
Li Zongquan 李宗全 (js. 1460), ordeals of, 20–22, 48
liang (name), 128
Libo 勒比 (province) (Qingyuan): "Zhuang" in, 155
Lin Fu 林富 (js. 1502), 97–98; on "Han," 98
Lin Huxiang 林憲相: History of the Chinese Nation (Zhongguo min zu shi 中國民族史), 193, 194–95
Lin Rong: as category, 4, 19, 138, 142–43, 144, 149; depictions of, 146; in Huayuan, 147, 181
Ling (Numinous) Canal 蓮藕窪, 11, 23, 24, 33
ling tai 觀 (district), 146n10
Lingtian 涟田 county (Shaoxing), 56, 126. See also Record of the Office of the Supreme Commander at Changwu
Lingluo 梁羅: as category, 146. See also Ling
Lingqian 澶縣 (county) (Guilin): "bands" in, 123 "Zhuang" in, 128
Lingzhou 涟州 (county) (Guilin): clans of, 46; relative peace in, 111; types of "Yao" in, 154
Linyun 林雲 county, 103
Li Zhanchi 李子材 (Zhejiang), 172, 173
Lipu 布里 (province) (Pingle): military campaign in, 119 "Zhuang" in, 155
Li Xing (Guangxi), 75
literary history (wén xue shi): of "minority nationalities," 16
literati (wen ren): circle, 21; pressure on, 182–83; travelers, 170, 172–74
Litzinger, Ralph, 203
Liu Jie 劉傑: See Liu Xifan
Liu Jinfu 劉金福 (d. 1510), 86
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Liu Pu 范 (d. 1461), 37
Liu Ren 范 (order of, 22
Liu Xifan 邢範, Notes on the non-Han of Guangxi (Ling biao ji man 藍表記苗), 197
Liu Yaohua, (1522–85), 126. See also Record of the Office of the Supreme Commander at Cangwu
Liu zhang 聶兆 (773–819), 22
Luzhou 范州: prefecture: environment of, 26; isolation of min people in, 110; landscape of, 22; native soldiers in, 91; official population data of, 41, 42; tigers in, 52
Luzhou Guard 范州鎮, 117
livelihood, modes of. See under markers 落
long 龙 ("dragons"), 29
Long Zhao 龍昭 61, 77, 86
Longxi 龙溪 as category, 141
lu 路 (route command), 82
lu ("non-Chinese" in the north), 138; sources on, 166
Lü Simian 呂斯民 (1884–1957): History of the Chinese Nation (Zhongguo min zu shi 中國民族史), 194
Lu Su 魯素, 96, 97
Lu Tianyong 魯天勇 (1516–80), 38
Lu Wan 魯婉, 142
Lu You 魯有, 80, 81
Lu Zhao 龙昭, rebellion of, 85
Lu Zhi 魯志 (754–805), 162
luo 狼 (backward), 196
Lu Yuejiong 龍越宏 (cr. 1585): Record of Tribute Guests (Xuan bin lu 荒域賓). 165
Luoning Zhou 龙宁周 (Guangdong): "Lang" in, 149
Luhua 魯華 as category, 141
Lun 陸 (Lung), 46
Ma 马 as category, 141, 191
Ma Duanlin 馬端臨 (ca. 1254–ca. 1325): Comprehensive Study of Important Documents (Wen xian tong kao 文獻通考), 151
Ma Feng 魏風, 53–54, 55
Ma Jun 魏君, 123
ma lue 馬略 dwellings, 156, 157
Ma Xuan 马玄, 123
Mac Kinle Khoan 麦基灵, 100. See also Annam
Macs 賴 (Cao Bang), 100, 103. See also Annam
majority and minority: concepts of, 6; state-building and making of, 7, 13, 202, 206
malaria (nue jì), 26, 28. See also miasma;
man 藩: as generic "non-Chinese," 12, 19, 26, 43, 57, 58, 70, 107; as "non-Han" in Republican period, 197, 198. See also man yı, "non-Han"
man yı: as category, 8, 143; of Fushui 福水, 142; of Guangxi 福西, 142, 143; of Xiyan 現, 142, 143, 191
man yı: as generic "non-Chinese," 19, 43, 57, 90, 107; categorization of, 140–49, 187–92; nature of, 116, 137, 138, 182; "proliferation" of, 108–12; as source of disorder, 114–17, 137; tax collection from, 114–15, 125, 134–35, 146, 149, 182. See also min and man yı, "non-Chinese"; or yuan man yi yang chang guan 藩長 (qouad leader; chief), 61. See also native chieftains Manchus, 186, 192, 193, 206
Mangjia 马戛 as category, 141
Mao Ruizheng 毛瑞曾 (pe. 1601): Record of the Interpretation of the Ming Imperium (Huang Ming xiang xu lu 賓鶴銜鶴錄), 165
Mao Zedong 毛澤東 (1894–1976), 199
manon 名: as "minority nationality," 201
Maping 瑪 princely country (Luzhou): decline of population in, 110; tenancy in, 114
maps: accuracy of, 130, 134, 144; cartographic symbols in, 130, 132; demarcation and categorization in, 143–45; in local gazetteers, 130–34; in military handbooks, 127, 129–33. See also illustrations: margins: groups at, 205. See also borderlands: markers; customs and religions, 147, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155–56, 157, 182, 190, 193, 197, 199, 201; languages, 138, 146, 196, 197, 198, 199; marriage and mating practices, 147, 149, 150, 152, 153, 154, 157, 181, 182; modes of livelihood, 107, 146, 147, 150, 151, 152–53, 188, 201; physical appearance, 146, 147, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153–54, 188, 196; places of abode/origin, 107, 146, 149, 151, 152, 154, 155, 156, 157, 188, 191, 193; propensity for disorder, 117, 122, 146, 147, 149, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 155; Stalin on "nation," 200–201; Sun Yat-sen on min 192–93. See also nationality identification; self-representations; sheng and xun
Marks, Robert B., 11n16, 44, 51, 52–53
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marriage and mating practices. See under

mercenary soldiers (mu bing), 38–39,
87

merchants, itinerant, 45, 48–49, 116, 170,
171–72

mercury, 49

Miao as category, 141, 142, 188, 191,
197, 201; in Guizhou, 144, 145, 147,
181; language, 198; as “minority
nationality,” 202–203

miao albums (bai miao tu), 190. See also illustrations

miao li 吾列stative clauses), 187

miao yao 吴瑶

miasma (mu bing), 38–39, 73, 109–10,
111; as category, 107 “depletion” of, 109–10,
111; as landlords, 114, 122, 136–37; as merchants,
115; as minority, 108–109, 110–11 “under siege,” 108–109,
115–16. See also Guangxi, population of

military officers and soldiers: as agents of
“civilization,” 34; depleted ranks of, 36, 37–38; migration of, 44–45;
encroachment by, 113; hardship met by, 37, 93; indiscriminate killings by,
112–13. See also civilian militias; farmer-soldiers; guard and battalion
system; mercenary soldiers

min (registered subjects): as category,
12, 18, 107 “depletion” of, 109–10,
111; as landlords, 114, 122, 136–37; as merchants,
115; as minority, 108–109, 110–11 “under siege,” 108–109,
115–16. See also Guangxi, population of

min and man yi: demarcation of, 12, 107,
111–12, 116, 125–35, 138; distribution of,
107, 110–11, 127–28, 129, 130, 132; relations between, 107, 108, 115,
116–17, 122. See also bands and
banditry; hua and yi; man yi: markers; tenancy

min bing 民兵

min sheng 民生

See civil servant

Min Guoqi (1430–1511), 123

min zu 民族 as category, 196, 198; as
constructed, 185; five major, 13, 193,
206; Li Chi on, 193–94; Lin Huixiang
on, 194–95; “special,” 197; Sun Yat-sen
on, 192–93; as term, 192. See also
“Chinese”; “Han”; “minority
nationalities”; “non-Han”; nation

Min zu ren ti wu zhong cong shu 五<184>part Series on
Nationalities Issues

min zu shi bi 国民

See ethnology

Ming dynasty (1368–1644), 9; borders
with Annam, 8, 100–101; boundary
formation, 8; as “Han Chinese,” 10;
Ministry of Personnel, 61, 69; Ministry of Rites, 63; Ministry of War, 61, 110,
166; politics, 29, 30, 53, 56–58, 79, 86,
158–60, 170, 172, 174; relations with
Mongols, 57, 158–60, 163; relations
with Southeast Asia, 57; significance,
8–10, 185, 206; “universal appeal,” 57,
158

Ming hui shi 皇朝史. See Collected Statutes of the
Ming

Ming shi lu 皇朝史路. See Veritable Records of
the Ming

Ming state. See state, centralizing
minority, concept of. See majority and
minority

“minority nationalities” (zhao shu min zu): as category, 6; and “downstreaming,”
17; fieldwork among, 200, 201; literary
history of, 16; Ming antecedents of, 8–9;
oficial classifications of, 200–201; official
history of, 203, 207; online communities
of, 203–204; under People’s Republic,
13, 198–204; in post-1949 Guangxi,
201; (self-)representations of, 202–204,
207; in “unitary multi-national state,”
202. See also majority and minority; min zu
“non-Han”; “unitary multi-national state”

Minyue 民越

as category, 164

mu bing ("uncivilized"), 25

Mo Clan (Xiancheng), 95

Mo Guoqi 莫国琦, 155

Mo Zheng 穆曾, 93

modernization (xian dai hua): rhetoric of,
184, 185

Mongols, 57, 79, 115, 158–60, 162, 163;
in Republican period, 192, 193, 206

Mongolia, 158, 184, 186, 193

Moyao 摩耶 as category, 150

mu (area) = 570 square meters
(approx.)

mu bing 民兵

See mercenary soldiers

mu yi 民族, clay, 151

Mu (registered subjects): as category,
141

Mu (as “minority nationality,” 201

Muslims. See Hui
non-Han: as category, 3, 4, 18, 206; construction of identities as history of, 206–208; as “minority nationalities,” 184, 198–204; in modern-day Guangxi, 43, 196–98, 200, 201; in Qing dynasty, 187, 190; in Republican period, 184, 196, 197. See also “Han” and “non-Han”; markers; “minority nationalities”

niú jī 腹牛 See as “minority nationality,” 204

obsessions (pi), 180–81

officials: ineptitude and misconduct of, 34, 67, 94, 96, 112–13, 138–39

online communities: and construction of identities, 203–204

outlaws (xiang ming zhi peng) and loafers (yu shou ba min), 113

Ottoman empire, 7

People’s Republic of China: autonomous administrative areas (zi zhi qu), 105, 199–200; Constitution (1954), 199; field investigations, 201; Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, 10, 199–200; institute of nationalities, 200; Law of Autonomy for Minority Nationality Regions (pu nü jue ju), 199; nationality identification, 13, 184, 200–201; population censuses, 200–201. See also “minority nationalities”; “unitary multi-national state”

perils: for visitors, 11, 20–22, 25–26, 26–28, 33–34, 37, 48–49, 99. See also bandits and banditry; miasma; nature-induced disasters; plagues; poisons; tigers

pharmaceuticals, 27, 28–29

populations: use of, 67, 87, 89. See also gu poisoning; perils

population. See Guangxi, population of population censuses, 200–201; postal relay stations (pu), 33, 130. See also courier stations

Prakash, Gyan, 208

precinctly estate (Gulin), 29–30

Pu shan 布山 Island (Zhejiang), 173

Qian River 乾河, 174–77

Qing dynasty (1636–1912): “alien” rule, 184, 190; in Qing dynasty, 187, 190; in Republican period, 184, 192; quarantine policy, 187; as “universal empire,” 185, 186, 188

Qing jun 清军 (conscription), 37, 38, 44–45

Qingyuan 清远 Prefecture, 202

Qin dynasty (221–206 BCE), 115; southward expansion, 7, 10, 11, 51

Qin Wanshan 越巖, 123

qing 乾隆 (area) = 5.7 hectares (approx.)

Qingyuan 清远 Prefecture: elimination of administrative posts in, 67; as “end of heaven-and-earth,” 23; isolation of min people in, 110; “Ling” in, 146; native chieftains and domains of, 43, 67, 93; official population data of, 41, 42; tigers in, 52; tin from, 62–63; “Zhuang” in, 155

Qingzhou 蒙州 Prefecture: see under markers

poisoning

population data of, 41, 42; “Yao” and “Zhuang” in, 182

Pingnan 平南 County (Xunzhou), 118 places of abode/origin. See under markers

Plaks, Andrew H., 182

poisonous vapors. See miasma

poisons; tigers
warfare: among native domains (see under native domains); types of, 126. See also disorder

See also 

See also guard and battalion system 

See also

See also warlords 

See also warfare: among native domains 

See also warfare: among native domains
Zhouan Zhen, 101–102, 103. See also native police offices

Zhu 主 ("hosts"), 18

ZHU HUI, 38

ZHU XI (1130–1200), 180

ZHUANG: as category, 4, 19, 138, 141, 142–43, 144, 155, 188, 191, 197, 206; categories of (of Fu River; of Hubei; of Right River; Southern), 157; depictions of, 154–57; and gu poisoning, 156, 182; of Gutian, 122–25; in Huaiyuan, 144, 145, 147, 181; nature of, 113, 116; "proliferation" of, 110; schooling of, 114–15, 182; as tenants, 114, 122, 136; women, 156–57, 182, 196; in Wuzhou, 134; in Yongning, 196; chong, 196. See also maN yu

ZHUANG: as “minority nationality,” 201

ZHUANG XU SONGSHI ON (in Republican period), 198

ZHOU YAN JA ("men who collide"), 155

ZHOUAN SHA ZHUANG, BU GAO ZHUANG ("when a Zhuang kills a Zhuang, an official complaint would not be filed [by the Zhuang]"); 116

ZHOUAN ZU ZAI XIAN ("Zhuang nationality online"), 204

ZU ZHU GU. See autonomous administrative areas

ZUO ZHOU, conversion of, 31

ZUO'S TRADITION (ZUO ZHUAN), 103